MINIATURE & INSTRUMENT:
- NHBB, NMB, GRW, Myonic, Timken and other Japanese brands
- ABEC 1, 3, 5 & 7
- Inch and metric sizes
- Chrome and stainless steel
- Flanges, shields, seals and extended inner rings
- Radial and angular contact
- Custom lubrication

MACHINE TOOL SPINDLE:
- Barden, FAG, GMN, GRW, Nachi, NTN and SKF
- ABEC 7, 7/9 and 9
- 15, 25, and 30 degree contact angles
- Steel and ceramic balls
- Standard and ultra-high speed small ball configurations
- Pair, triplex and quad sets
- Light, medium and heavy preloads
- Direct lubrication features
- Double direction angular contact
- Open and sealed available

THIN SECTION, THINEX & TORQUE TUBE:
- Kaydon, NHBB, NMB and Timken
- ABEC 3, 5 & 7
- Chrome and stainless steel
- Radial and angular contact
- Steel, phenolic and Teflon slug retainers
- Open, shielded and sealed
- Custom lubrication

BALL SCREW SUPPORT:
- Barden, FAG, Nachi, INA, NTN and IBC
- 60 degree contact angles
- Medium and heavy preloads
- Singles, pairs, triplex and quad sets
- Open and sealed

CYLINDRICAL ROLLER:
- FAG, Nachi, NTN and SKF
- N, NN, and NNU series
- Single and double row
- Tapered and straight bore
- P4 accuracy

RADIAL BALL:
- World leading bearing manufacturers
- ABEC 1, 3, 5 and 7
- Chrome and stainless steel
- Open, shields and seals
- Snap rings
- Custom lubrication
WE MAKE THE WORLD SPIN

CUSTOM LUBRICATION:
- Class 10,000 cleanroom
- ISO standard 1464-1, class 7
- Mil-Spec oils, greases and more
- Strip packing
- Custom packaging

AIRCRAFT NEEDLE & BALL:
- NHBB, RBC, Accurate, Schatz and IJK
- Aircraft control bearings
- Ball bearing rod ends
- Aircraft and industrial applications
- Full ball complement
- Spherical plain
- Military standards
- MIL – PRF – 81322 & 23827

DON'T SEE WHAT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR?
Alpine Bearing distributes high quality bearings produced by the industry’s leading manufacturers. Whether it’s one piece or one thousand, from pairs to quad sets, we have what you are looking for. With over 600,000 parts in stock and the ability to purchase and ship internationally, if we don’t have it, we will find it.